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M
odule 4 – Recognise the Im

portance of Self-Regulation to M
anage Distress

Module 4 
No Slide Trainer Notes 
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Background Information:  
 The thalamus is a structure in the middle of the 
brain. It is located between the cerebral cortex and the 
midbrain. It works to correlate several important 
processes, including consciousness,  sleep, and sensory 
interpretation. Security system  
 The hypothalamus is a section of the brain 
responsible for the production of many of the 
body’s essential  hormones,  chemical  substances that 
help control different cells and organs. The hormones 
from the hypothalamus govern physiologic functions 
such as temperature  regulation,  thirst,  hunger,  sleep, 
mood,  sex  drive, and the release of other hormones 
within the body. This area of the brain houses the 
pituitary gland and other glands in the body.  
 The amygdala is involved in the processing 
of emotions  such  as  fear,  anger,  and  pleasure. The 
amygdala is also responsible for determining what 
memories are stored and where the memories are 
stored in the brain. It is also the Security  guard  who 
sets off Fight Flight Freeze (FFF) response.   
 The hippocampus is involved in the storage of long-
term memory, which includes all past knowledge and 
experiences.   
 Limbic system develops before the neo cortex (birth 
to 18 months or when language develops) It is linked to 
the body and bodily sensations, a baby needs consistent 
nurturing care for the limbic system to develop 
properly. 
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Explain: Talk the group through this process: You may 
want to do it twice for clarity…  
  
What happens in brain in response to perceived 
threat/fear?  
  

 Thalamus notices potential threat and instantly 
alerts the  
 Amygdala (security guard) who hits panic button to 
initiate the fight/flight/freeze response.   
 Hippocampus searches memory banks (filing 
cabinets) to see if it knows what is happening via 
previous experience, if so, can it be matched to the 
current experience, so we can know what to do? In this 
case the hippocampus notices that it’s not a snake but a 
stick, so sends this new information to the   
 Neo  cortex who takes the security guard off alert 
and whole system calms down.  

  
 Thalamus – checks out for danger, the amygdala 
hits the panic button. Not engaging your neocortex in 
how you respond. You will fight, flight, run or freeze, 
you have no control. Hippocampus is your filing 
system, it will search through your filing cabinet to find  
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Brain response to perceived 
threat/fear
• Thalamus notices potential threat, alerts 

amygdala (security guard) he hits panic button 
and fight/flight/freeze response initiated. 

• Hippocampus searches memory banks to see if 
knows what is happening via previous 
experience, can it match the current experience 
so knows what to do, in this case notices not a 
snake but a stick, send information to neo cortex 
who takes the security guard off alert and whole 
system calms down
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Speakers	name	________________________________	Listeners	name	_____________________________	
	
	

OBSERVATION	SHEET:	TS2	
	
	

SKILL	 OBSERVATION	
	
Paying	attention/showing	that	you	are	
listening	
	
	
	

	

Ignoring/removing	distractions	
	
	
	

	

	
Staying	focused	
	
	
	

	

	
Not	judging	
	
	
	

	

	
Open	body	posture	
	
	
	

	

	
Appropriate	eye	contact	
	
	
	

	

	
Asking	open	questions	
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Below are ten horizontal lines with four words on each line, one in each column.  In each line, put 
the number “4” next to the word that best describes you in that line; a “3” next to the word that 
describes you next best; a “2” to the next best word, and a “1” by the word that least describes 
you.  On each horizontal line of words, you will then have one “4”, one “3”, one “2”, and one “1”. 

For example:  One choice for the first line of words would be as follows: 
3 Likes Authority          4 Enthusiastic          2 Sensitive Feelings  1 Likes Instructions 

L O G B
__________________________________________________________________________________

1. ____ Likes Authority  ____ Enthusiastic    ____ Sensitive Feelings  ____ Likes Instructions 
__________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____ Takes Charge   ____ Takes Risks  ____ Loyal    ____ Accurate 
__________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____ Determined   ____ Visionary   ____ Calm, Even Keel    ____ Consistent 
__________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____ Enterprising   ____ Very Verbal    ____ Enjoys Routine    ____ Predictable 
__________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____ Competitive    ____ Promoter    ____ Dislikes Change   ____ Practical 
__________________________________________________________________________________

6. ____ Problem Solver  ____ Enjoys Popularity ____ Gives In To Others       ____ Factual 
__________________________________________________________________________________

7. ____ Productive   ____ Fun-Loving  ____ Avoids Confrontations     ____ Conscientious 
__________________________________________________________________________________

8. ____ Bold  ____ Likes Variety        ____ Sympathetic    ____ Perfectionist 
__________________________________________________________________________________

9. ____ Decision Maker   ____ Spontaneous    ____ Nurturing     ____ Detail-Oriented 
__________________________________________________________________________________

10. ____ Persistent  ____ Inspirational    ____ Peacemaker    ____ Analytical 
__________________________________________________________________________________

____ TOTAL “L”  ____ TOTAL “O”    ____ TOTAL “G”    ____ TOTAL “B” 

Total up the numbers for each vertical column (L, O, G, B). 
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EMOTIONAL AROUSAL & YOUR WINDOW OF TOLERANCE

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Window of      
Tolerance Zone  

 Fully Present 
 Connected to body
 Fully Cognitive
 Able to Choose vs.

React/Defend
 Authentic Self Expression
 Be with emotions
 Empowered

Hyper-arousal Zone  

 Increased body sensation
 Emotional reactivity
 Hyper-vigilance
 Intrusive imagery
 Disorganized cognitive processing
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Hypo-arousal Zone  

 Relative absence of sensation
 Numbing of emotions
 Disabled cognitive processing
 Reduced physical movement

Some concepts taken from Trauma and the Body: A Sensorimotor Approach to Psychotherapy, by Pat Ogden, Kekuni Minton, 
and Clare Pain. Permission to use granted by Drea Bowen Coaching LLC © 2012

Use these tools to help you increase your emotional awareness and understanding of 
the role your emotions play in activating your nervous system.

Positive Arousal 

( + )

Comfortable 

Ecstatic 
Excited 

Euphoric 
Happy 
Eager 

Content 
Calm 

Meditative 
Peaceful 
Restful 

Negative Arousal 

( - )

Uncomfortable 

Rage 
Fear 

Angry 
Worried 
Anxious 

Edgy 

Bored 
Listless 
Numb 

Unfeeling 
Uncaring 

“How you see things and how you handle them makes all the difference in terms of how much stress 
you will experience. You have the power to affect the balance point between your internal resources 
for coping with stress and the stressors that are an unavoidable part of living. Jon Kabat-Zinn, Ph.D. 

Questions to Ask Yourself: 
 What is my number?

 Am I out of my window of tolerance?

 What am I noticing in my body? Am I present?

 Am I comfortable or uncomfortable?

 If uncomfortable, what action can I take for myself to
get back in my Window of Tolerance?

(set  a boundary, mindfulness exercise, self kindness)
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Temperament traits 

Activity - amount of physical movement 
Low energy 

High energy 

Adaptability - ability to manage change or recover from upset 
High Low 

Approach to new things 
High Cautious 

Frustration reaction - easily give up difficult task 
Persistent 

Easily discouraged 
or frustrated 

Intensity   - reaction to situations or stimuli
Mellow Dramatic 

Mood -  mostly positive or negative 
Sunny 

Sombre 

Regularity - eating, sleeping, bodily functions
Predictable 

Irregular 

Sensitivity - ight, touch, sound, also perceived criticism 
Low High 
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Self-regulation techniques exercise 

I (tutor name)………………………………………………..confirm that I have observed 

……………………………………… (student name) successfully complete the above exercise. 

Tutor signature……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Date……………………………………………………. 

Demonstrate two self-
regulation techniques 
4.2 

If AC 

criteria met 

Witness Feedback 

Technique 1 

o 

Technique 2 

o
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Headsight Training Evaluation 

Please complete this evaluation and return to the tutor at the end of the course. 

Course title: Tutor’s name: 

Your role: Date: 

Tutor performance – please tick Poor Fair Good Excellent 
Knowledge of the subject 
Engagement with the group 
Provided opportunities for participation 

Please circle the scales below with 1 being ‘not at all’ and 5 being ‘significantly’ 

How much do you believe your skills and knowledge have improved as a result of this training? 
1 2 3 4 5 

        Not at all 
Significantly 

How much have you reviewed or gained knowledge? 
1 2 3 4 5 

        Not at all 
Significantly 

How much do you believe your practice will improve? 
1 2 3 4 5 

        Not at all 
Significantly 

What is the most important thing you will take with you from this training? 

Is there anything you believe would improve this course? 

Would you recommend this course to colleagues and if so why? 

Any other comments 
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